Spectroscopic study of shock-induced decomposition in ammonium perchlorate single crystals.
Time-resolved Raman scattering measurements were performed on ammonium perchlorate (AP) single crystals under stepwise shock loading. For particular temperature and pressure conditions, the intensity of the Raman spectra in shocked AP decayed exponentially with time. This decay is attributed to shock-induced chemical decomposition in AP. A series of shock experiments, reaching peak stresses from 10-18 GPa, demonstrated that higher stresses inhibit decomposition while higher temperatures promote it. No orientation dependence was found when AP crystals were shocked normal to the (210) and (001) crystallographic planes. VISAR (velocity interferometer system for any reflector) particle velocity measurements and time-resolved optical extinction measurements carried out to verify these observations are consistent with the Raman data. The combined kinetic and spectroscopic results are consistent with a proton-transfer reaction as the first decomposition step in shocked AP.